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About US

Services

Estuary Auctions is a fully licensed auction house with head offices in 
Addax Tower at the City of Lights, Al Reem Island, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.
Estuary Auctions has extensive experience in holding and managing Public or 
Private bidding auctions.

Our collection consists of international select treasures that include
Persian Rugs and Carpets, Glass Ware, Ceramic, Porcelain, Opaline,
Bronze Islamic Metal ware, Antique Oriental Silver, Islamic Swords
and Daggers, Qurans, Orientalist and Contemporary Paintings, Paper
Money Notes, Coins and Jewellery. 

Historically, the Antique and Fine Art market flourishes and
appreciates through economic booms as well as recessions.

Investors have built awareness by focusing on a new sector of secure
investments during hard economic times that differ from traditional
investments, since Antiques and Fine Art can easily liquidate through
auctions, private parties, dealers and collectors internationally.

Kindly visit our services page to better understand how we can help
you at an individual or business level.

We hope that you will enjoy the exhibition and good luck with your bidding!

Confidentiality
The services of investment, appraisal and advice are strictly confidential 
and can be arranged at our offices or on your premises.

Management
Whether you are a government entity, property developer, retailer, estate 
owner, business entrepreneur or private collector, Estuary Auctions will 
help manage auctioning your property, goods and/or equipment. Our 
auctions are held publicly with extensive marketing at a national and an 
international level, or privately by personal invitation at your request and 
instruction.

Investment
Estuary Auctions will help you invest securely by providing professional 
guidance and support on appreciating collectibles or by sourcing out 
antique, fine art and/or collectible items that are of particular interest to you 
at a strictly confidential level.

Professional Appraisals
A team of professional experts at Estuary Auctions will help appraise your 
items at no cost and welcome your consignments for sale at our auction.

Estate Sales
For large scale sales such as estate clearances and appraisals, Estuary 
Auctions is ready to meet your needs through a team of dedicated 
professionals who are prepared to visit you internationally for the appraisal 
and evaluation of potential consignments.

Estuary Auctions reserves the right to accept or reject consignments at their 
own discretion.

Packaging and Shipping
Estuary Auctions is prepared to provide a detailed quote for your interna-
tional shipping and professional packaging requirements on items 
purchased through our auctions.

Registration Form
In order to bid you have to be registered.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
SELLING CONDITIONS 
Estuary Auctions has a team of professional evaluators that will help 
appraise your item/s and welcome your consignment/s for sale at our 
auction.

Estuary Auctions reserves the right to accept or reject item/s to be 
consigned.

Upon signature of the sellers agreement the seller will be deemed to have 
entered into a binding agreement with Estuary to promote, market, 
advertise and offer for sale at Auction item/items belonging to the seller at 
Estuary's effort and expense.

Withdrawal
If the seller wishes to withdraw a Lot entered for sale through Estuary 
Auctions then a written notice must be delivered to Estuary Auctions no 
later than 30 days prior to the scheduled Auction date whereby a 10% 
withdrawal fee of the agreed reserve price will be charged and the lot will 
only be returned once the fee is paid in full to Estuary.

Late Entry Lots 
Late Entry Lots consigned within 30 days prior to Auction date will not be 
withdrawn by the Seller prior to the scheduled auction date and will be 
offered for sale at auction on the agreed sale date.
   
INSURANCE
The Seller is expected to fully insure their property, items, goods and/or 
equipment prior to consignment.  Estuary Auctions reasonably insures 
consigned items through a third party insurer covering against loss or 
damage by Estuary Auction’s handling in which and if so then the Seller 
will be reimbursed the contractually agreed reasonable reserve price. Only 
after full payment is received and confirmed, the Buyer may receive the 
purchased item/s, however, upon delivery of such item/s, Estuary Auctions 
insurance and all liabilities thereafter are terminated. In the case of 
shipped out item/s the Buyer is responsible for all costs of shipping and 
insurance.

SELLER’S FEES
Estuary Auctions charges a 20% fee of the value of the Hammer Price and 
an additional 5% VAT of that fee, effective January 01, 2018 onwards, to 
be paid by the Seller on each lot sold. Once the lot is consigned and the 
seller’s contract is signed, the lot/s may no longer be withdrawn. If the 
Buyer fails to pay for item/s, Estuary Auctions will pursue legal action and 
no longer accept future bids or participation at auction and will return 
unpaid item/s to the Seller. Once the Buyer has paid for items sold by the 
Seller, the Seller will be paid the hammer price less the Sellers fee after 30 
days. Estuary Auctions reserves the right to accept or reject items to be 
consigned. Estuary Auctions reserves the right to withdraw consigned 
items prior or during auction without advice and return to the seller.
 
BUYING AT ESTUARY AUCTIONS
First Step is to register, after which Estuary Auctions will issue a 
permanent client no. for you (A complete registration of the Bidder will be 
required including identification and Credit Card details),  you will then be 
issued a paddle with a no. to bid, If  you ‘The  Bidder’ win a bid you will 
automatically enter a legally binding contract whereby you  ‘The Buyer’ 
are expected to pay the hammer price plus the added buyer’s premium for 
each lot bought to Estuary Auctions. You must inspect each lot prior to 
sale and during viewing, each lot sold is “AS IS” and Estuary Auctions 
will not hold responsibility for any defects or damages in any lot once 
sold. There will be no discount, refund or exchange of a lot/s once sold.
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AUCTION ESTIMATES
Estimates are a publicized complimentary service provided prior to 
auctions, they are a forecasted prediction by Estuary of the approximate 
range of the hammer prices upon sale of the lots. Estimates are not an 
exact and final binding value or price guide to be strictly adhered to. 
Factors taken into consideration upon providing an estimate include and 
are not limited to: the nature of the lot and the date of the auction sale at a 
particular marketplace.

CONDITION REPORTS
Condition reports are a complimentary service provided, they are a brief 
and general overall description of the physical state of a lot including its 
color, dimension and immediate visible characteristics, they are obtained 
by visual inspection only and are released at the clients’ request. Please 
note that minor flaws and wear may not necessarily be disclosed due to 
their irrelevance taking into consideration the age of the lot, it is therefore 
recommended for buyers to personally inspect items at the viewing stage 
prior to sale.

BIDDING
In Person
After complete registration, you will be issued a permanent client no. and 
given a paddle with a no. which must be raised to the auctioneer on the lot 
you wish to purchase, if you win and are successful only by being the 
highest bidder or the only bidder at reserve price, then at the drop of the 
hammer you enter a legally binding contract becoming the Buyer and must 
pay the hammer price and the buyer’s premium on each lot bought. After 
you have ended bidding for the day, you may proceed to the cashier to pay.

Absentee
First time Bidders must first register then are issued a client no. by Estuary 
Auctions after which they can fill out an Absentee Bid Form, this is a 
private and confidential service. Estuary Auctions does not guarantee you 
buy the lot since there may be a bidder that will over-bid you or a 
duplicate absentee bid is received by Estuary Auctions before you. 
Absentee bids must be received by Estuary Auctions 24 hours prior to 
auction date. Estuary Auctions does not hold responsibility for internet, 
computer or human error regarding the absentee bid service.

Online
Please refer to the website for further information about online bidding.

PAYMENT
You may pay by: Cash, Credit Card, Wire Transfer or Certified Cheque Full 
payment for each lot purchased must be made within 1 week after the auction 
date. Estuary Auctions reserves the right to deduct the full purchase price 
including the Buyer’s premium from the credit card details provided by the Buyer 
or will pursue legal action for unpaid item/s.

BUYER’S PREMIUM
A Buyers’ Premium will be added to every lot sold depending on the total amount 
of the purchase price. The buyer will pay a further 25% on the final hammer price 
as a premium in respect of each lot/s purchased up to 100,000 AED. Purchase/s 
exceeding 100,000 AED up to 300,000 AED will be charged a 20% buyer’s 
premium. And, purchase/s totaling 300,001 AED and above will be charged only 
a 15% buyer’s premium. Please be advised that from January 01, 2018 onwards, 
5% VAT will be charged on top of the total buyer’s premium.
 
PRIVATE AND MANAGED AUCTIONS
Seller and Buyer Premiums may differ at managed and private auctions and are 
to be agreed contractually with clients at a case by case basis.

STORAGE
In the event that a purchased item is not collected within 1 week after the auction 
date, a storage fee will apply.

TARIFFS
Estuary Auctions will not be responsible for local, import or export duties and 
tariffs on purchased or consigned item/s.

EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY
Estuary Auctions reserves the right to accept or reject potential
consignment/s without necessarily providing an explanation. The Seller enters 
into a binding contract, whereby, Estuary Auctions reasonably authenticates and 
registers the seller’s identification along with confirming detailed and
documented full cover insurance of their item/s, property and/or equipment. 
Estuary Auctions will act in a professional capacity, good faith and perform 
reasonable precautionary measures on the matter of appraisals, estimates, advice 
and representation, however, All lots sold are ‘AS IS’, certain Items/goods such 
as antiques and fine art rarely have their original receipts or invoices, therefore, 
Estuary Auctions holds no warranties and will not be held liable with regards to 
and not limited to misinterpreted, misrepresented, represented and/or stolen items 
that are consigned, sold or purchased through Estuary Auctions. In the event of 
any discrepancy as of which is mentioned or in relation to the above, Estuary 
Auctions will provide fair and reasonable cooperation, assistance and support to 
the strictly jurisprudential and legally or potentially harmed party after the claim, 
report, or complaint is officially delivered to Estuary Auctions within reasonable 
time. Any proven discrepancy in a lot resulting in a claim by the Buyer against 
Estuary Auctions or the Seller will be limited to the actual purchase price of the 
lot and as governed by the local laws and regulations.

For further information regarding the above, please contact Estuary Auctions.
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BUYERS PREMIUM SCHEDULE
As of January 2018

Total Purchase (AED) Buyers Premium

1 to 100,000               25%         
+ 5% VAT

of the Buyers
     Premium      

15%         

20%         100,001 to 300,000

300,001 and above



HOW TO BUY AT AUCTION
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�ree Generations of Modern and Contemporary Iraqi Art
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“A rare opportunity to view or acquire from a carefully selected art 
spectrum of di�erent styles and techniques.

Covering various subjects and artistic expressions through mediums 
of creation, including painting, ceramic, and bronze works

by founders and pioneers of Iraqi modern and
contemporary art. From the early 20th century to emerging and

upcoming talent, showcasing works that have acclaimed local
and international auction appreciation and credibility.”
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Dr. Nasser Samari. Oil on Canvas

Dr. Nasser Samari

Est.    8,000 - 16,000 AED
        2,000 - 4,000 USD

Lot 1

He was born in Basra in 1969.
He holds a Doctorate in Arts.

He is a member of the Iraqi Artists Association.
Head of the International Center of Arts.

Approx.     Dim.    100 x 80cm
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Hassan Ibrahim, 2018. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    6,000 - 10,000 AED
       1,500 - 2,500 USD

Lot 2

Approx.     Dim.    100 x 100cm
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Tahseen Al Zaidi
Place & Date of Birth: Baghdad, 1974.

Agricultural Engineering BSC 1996.
Member of the Association of Iraqi artists.

A member of the Association of Iraqi Artists.

Tahseen Al Zaidi, 2018. Acrylic on Canvas.

Est.    8,000 - 16,000 AED
         2,000 - 4,000 USD

Lot 3

Approx.     Dim.    120 x 120cm
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Dr. Salah Hadi, Circa 1980. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    4,000 - 8,000 AED
       1,000 - 2,000 USD

Lot 4

Approx.     Dim.    50 x 40cm
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Dr. Balasim Mohammed Jassam
(Date and Place of Birth: Koufa – 1958)

Diploma Arts, Institute of Fine Arts - Graphic and Calligraphy- Baghdad- 1975.
Bachelor, Collage of Fine Arts- Graphic- Baghdad- 1979.

Master of Fine Art- Art critics, �esis (�e concept of Space in Islamic depicting Art).
PHD in Philosophy, Doctorate �esis (�e Semiotics Analysis for Painting Art- Principles and Applications), 2000.

Dr. Balasim Mohammad, 2018. Acrylic on Canvas.

Est.    8,000 - 12,000 AED
         2,000 - 3,000 USD

Lot 5

Approx.     Dim.    120 x 100cm
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Jabbar Daoud Al Attiya, 2000. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    12,000 - 20,000 AED
       3,000 - 5,000 USD

Lot 6

Approx.     Dim.    70 x 50cm
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Iyad Almosawi

Iyad Almosawi, 2011. Oil on Canvas. Temple of Heaven.

A well-known Canadian-Iraqi artist. His art work has the strength of innocently, exploring 
the inner energies, looking for untapped sites and corners, unveiling secrets. �is piece is 
inspired by city sceneries: old houses, nature, and life. Iyad Almosawi is recognized among art 
connoisseurs in both the West and the Arab world as one of the most important of the new 
generations of artists who are set to be the investment frontier for collectors and form the 

foundation for a fresh chapter in art history.

1955, Iraq

Est.    20,000 - 28,000 AED
           5,000 - 7,000 USD

Lot 7

Approx.     Dim.    100 x 70cm
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Naziha Salim

She was an Iraqi artist and painter, born into a family of artists; her father a painter, and brother; Jewad, known to 
be among Iraq’s most notable modern sculptors. Salim graduated from the Baghdad Fine Arts Institution and 
continued her education in Paris. In the 1960s, she returned to the Fine Arts Institute as a teacher and remained at 
the school until her retirement in the 1980s.

Naziha Salim, 1994. Acrylic on Canvas.

(1927– 2008) Iraq 

Est.    28,000 - 36,000 AED
       7,000 - 9,000 USD

Lot 8

Approx.     Dim.    48 x 43cm
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Naji Al Sanjari, 1996. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    18,000 - 26,000 AED
           4,500 - 6,500 USD

Lot 9

Approx.     Dim.    60 x 50cm
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Wissam Abd Jazi, 2018. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    8,000 - 16,000 AED
       2,000 - 4,000 USD

Lot 10

Approx.     Dim.    120 x 95cm
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Haneen Fahmi. Acrylic on Canvas.

Haneen Fahmi

Est.    4,000 - 8,000 AED
        1,000 - 2,000 USD

Lot 11

Approx.     Dim.    100 x 100cm
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Sarmad Al Mossawi, 2007. Glazed Ceramic Plaque.

Est.    16,000 - 24,000 AED
       4,000 - 6,000 USD

Lot 12

Approx.     Dim.    79 x 37cm

Sarmad Al Mossawi
Artwork designer (1972) - Baghdad, Iraq.
Sarmad Al-Mussawi is widely recognized as one of Iraq’s leading artists, whose work focuses on works on canvas, 
calligraphy and ceramics, using the various traditions of Islamic calligraphy. 
Sarmad al-Musawi born in Baghdad (Iraq) in 1972. artist in the �eld of ceramics. Graduated from the Faculty of 
Fine Arts, Baghdad University (1993-1994) - Department of Music - specializing in the lute. held two solo
exhibitions in the hall of personal good (1988-1989).
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Born in Iraq in 1954, Fakher Mohammad earned both his bachelor and master's degrees from the Academy of Arts 
in Baghdad. He served as the Assistant Professor of Art at Babylon University and has exhibited internationally. In 
1984, he was granted the Special Merit Award for the Cannes-Sur-Mer Festival (France), and two awards form the 
fourth and �fth Festival of Wasti. In 1985, he received the he received the Fayek Hassan Silver Award for Youth.

Fakher Mohammad, 2014. Oil on Canvas. 

Fakher Mohammad

Est.    12,000 - 20,000 AED
        3,000 - 5,000 USD

Lot 13

Approx.     Dim.    100 x 100cm together
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Haider Fakher, 2018. 

Est.    6,000 - 12,000 AED
       1,500 - 3,000 USD

Lot 14

Approx.     Dim.    100 x 70cm
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Born in 1974, on the outskirts of Basra. He graduated from the College of Fine Arts, Basra University in 
2000, after which he stayed on as a lecturer.  He was arts editor of Iraq’s Manara magazine, and has worked as 
a graphic designer. Today, he lives in Jordan and has had solo and group shows throughout the Middle East, 

including Dubai and Amman. 

Saddam Al Jumaily, 2013. Oil on Canvas.

Saddam Al Jumaily
Est.    16,000 - 24,000 AED
          4,000 - 6,000 USD

Lot 15

Approx.     Dim.    98 x 74cm
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1986 - Bachelor of Fine Arts, Academy of Fine Arts, University of Baghdad, Baghdad, Iraq.
1982 - Diploma Of Graphics And Design, Institute of Fine Arts, Baghdad,Iraq.

I'm a �ne artist. I like doing illustration and design work. I work freehand using paper, canvas, and paint.
- Saad

Saad Twaij, 2016.  Acrylic on Canvas.

Saad Twaij

Est.    8,000 - 16,000 AED
       2,000 - 4,000 USD

Lot 16

Approx.     Dim.    139 x 89cm
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Hani Dalla Ali, 2013.  Acrylic on Canvas.

Hani Dalla Ali
1990 Diploma/Institute of Fine Art, Baghdad
2004-2005 Scholarship/preservation and restoration of �ne art by Warsaw Academy of Fine Art, Poland 
Member of the Iraqi Artists Society Member of the Iraqi Artists Union.
1988, 1989 Journalistic of Iraq-painter.
1997, 1998, 1999 Manager of Iraqi artists union/branch Al-Anbar.
2005 2D artist (Design) animation (RUBICON), Amman.

Est.    12,000 - 20,000 AED
           3,000 - 5,000 USD

Lot 17

Approx.     Dim.    159 x 100cm
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Mohammad Muhraddin, 1984. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    36,000 - 48,000 AED
       9,000 - 12,000 USD

Lot 18

Approx.     Dim.    79 x 79cm

Mohammad Muhraddin
Artist, born Basra, Iraq, 1938. Studied painting and graphic arts at the Institute of Fine Arts, Baghdad, 1956-9, and 
at the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts, Poland,1966. Conveyed his experience of Polish art to his Iraqi contemporaries 
and contributed to the development of graphic arts, which had come into focus with the arrival at the Institute of Fine 
Arts (late 1950s) and the Polish teacher, artist and printmaker Roman Artymowski (mid- 1960s). Participated in the 
�rst exhibition in Baghdad dedicated solely to graphic arts (1965) and exhibited in the Middle East, the United States 
and Europe, including the touring ‘Strokes of Genius: Contemporary Iraqi Art’, which began in London, 2000; and 
‘Bagdad-Paris, Artistes d'Irak’, Musée du Montparnasse, Paris, 2005-6. Based in Baghdad.
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(1958) �eeqar, Iraq

Hannah Mal Allah, 1999. Oil on Canvas. 

Is an Iraqi artist and educator living in London, England. Her surname also appears in English as Mal-Allah. She is 
noted for developing the technique called the Ruins Technique in which found objects are incorporated into artwork.

She received a Diploma in Graphic Art from the Institute of Fine Arts in Baghdad where she studied with Shakir 
Hassan Al Said, obtained a BA in painting from the Academy of Fine Arts in Baghdad (1988), an MA in painting 
(2000) and a PhD in the philosophy of painting from the University of Baghdad (2001) with her thesis entitled, Logic 
Order in Ancient Mesopotamian Painting. She also holds a post-graduate certi�cate in Islamic and Modern Art from 
School of Oriental and African Studies, London University. She has taught at the Institute of Fine Arts and the 

University of Fine Arts in Baghdad and holds a fellowship at the Chelsea College of Arts.

She is part of the so-called Eighties Generation as the group of Iraqi artists active during the 1980s are known. �is 
group drew inspiration from the Archeological Museum, as Mallalah herself acknowledges in her essay,

"Consciousness of Isolation," published in 2001.

Hannah Mal Allah

Est.    28,000 - 40,000 AED
         7,000 - 10,000 USD

Lot 19

Approx.     Dim.    50 x 50cm
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Dr. Mahmood Shubbar, 2018.  Acrylic on Canvas.

(1965) Babel, Iraq
Mahmood Shubbar

Est.    12,000 - 20,000 AED
       3,000 - 5,000 USD

Lot 20

Approx.     Dim.    122 x 100cm

He received a BA in Fine Arts from Baghdad University in 1986, and later went on to receive his PhD in Fine Arts. 
He has held several international exhibitions that received high acclaim including a joint exhibition at Frederico 
Sconda Cultural Association in Italy in 2013. He has exhibited in Russia, Sweden, Italy, Romania, Qatar and the 
United Arab Emirates. He has also served as a faculty member at Babel University in Iraq. He participated in the 
Festival of Arts and Culture of World Universities in Egypt for two consecutive years and won �rst prize both times. 
He currently divides his time between Iraq and Beirut, where he conducts his artistic practice.
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Wadhah Mahdi
Diploma of the Institute of Fine Arts 1996.
Graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts, 2000.
Full-time artist.
Member of the Iraqi Artists Association.

Wadhah Mahdi, 2013. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    4,000 - 8,000 AED
       1,000 - 2,000 USD

Lot 21

Approx.     Dim.    150 x 50cm together
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Mahmoud Fahmi, 2010. 
Acrylic on Canvas.

Est.    16,000 - 24,000 AED
       4,000 - 6,000 USD

Lot 22

Approx.     Dim.    141 x 96cm

Mahmoud Fahmi
Fahmi was born in Babylon. He graduated in Fine Art at Kharkov State Academy of Design and Arts in 
Ukraine, spending six years studying under the Soviet school of Realism. �is foundation is apparent in 
his work today, with big, powerful Iraqi women often featuring in his paintings, much like the strong 
women found in Soviet propaganda. �ese giantesses loom over their surroundings, lounging across roofs 
or striding through the streets, in scenes that are as absurd and humorous as they are beautifully painted. 
He makes his women so large and dominant to highlight the important role women play in Iraqi society, 
a role that he feels is sometimes overlooked. Passers-by are seemingly unaware of these huge female 
�gures and go about their daily business as usual: hens peck at a broken watermelon on the ground, while 
a woman hangs out her laundry. �e artist sets his scenes in old Baghdad and Iraq between the 1920s and 
1940s, referencing old photos from the time. Elements such as vintage cars from this era can often be 
spotted in his paintings as clues pointing to the period. He lived and worked in Sharjah, where he was an 
artist, illustrator and designer of children’s books. A member of Emirates Fine Arts Society, he has exhib-
ited both in the UAE and internationally, including at Cultural Center Gallery, Umm Al Quwain (2008); 
Al Nakheel Hall – Cultural Foundation, Abu Dhabi (2006); and Kiev Summer Festival, Ukraine (1997). 
In 2013 Fahmi immigrated to Canada and currently lives and works in Toronto.
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Amer Al Obaidi 

Amer Al-Obaidi (born on 1943 Al Najaf ) is an Iraqi-born painter, who is noted for artwork that emphasizes Iraqi 
folklore and tradition. As a boy of 10 or 11, he was fascinated by cracks in the dry dirt formed by the baking sun. 
So, he cut out a block of earth, let it harden in the sun for two days, and used a knife to create his �rst sculpture. 
At age of 22, he was awarded the �rst place at an International Arts Festival in Ibiza, Spain. He became involved 
in Iraqi arts community by joining the art group known as Al-Mujadidin (�e Innovationists) whose members 
included such luminaries as Salman Abbas, Salim al-Dabbagh, Saleh al-Jumai'e, Faeq Hassan, Nida Kadhim and 
Talib Makki. After graduating, he began working in administrative positions in Iraq's art museums, working his 
way up to the key role of Director of National Museum of Modern Art in Baghdad, a position he held from 1973 
to 1983. Later, he was the General Director of Fine Arts of Iraq and also taught in Saudi Arabia for three years. 

While in Saudi Arabia, he completed a Wall Carpet for the King Abdulaziz International Airport in Jeddah.

Amer Al Obaidi, 1994. Oil on Canvas. 

(1943) Iraq

Est.    20,000 - 32,000 AED
           5,000 - 8,000 USD

Lot 23

Approx.     Dim.    145 x 145 cm
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Fakher Mohammad, 2009.  Acrylic on Canvas.

Est.    12,000 - 20,000 AED
       3,000 - 5,000 USD

Lot 24

Approx.     Dim.    98 x 73cm

(1954) Iraq
Fakher Mohammad

Fakher Mohammad earned both his bachelor and master's degrees from the Academy of Arts in Baghdad. 
He served as the Assistant Professor of Art at Babylon University and has exhibited internationally. In 
1984, he was granted the Special Merit Award for the Cannes-Sur-Mer Festival (France), and two awards 
form the fourth and �fth Festival of Wasti. In 1985, he received the he received the Fayek Hassan Silver 
Award for Youth.
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Mutea Al Jumaily

Studied at the Institute of Fine Arts, Baghdad, Iraq.
He is a full-time artist, held 10 personal exhibitions in multiple countries.

Member of the Iraqi Artists Association.
Holds the Medal of Kufa, Necklace of Mesopotamia, Shield of Creativity, Shield of 

Art, and multiple awards.

Mutea Al Jumaily, 2016.  Acrylic on Canvas.

(1957) Iraq

Est.    10,000 - 18,000 AED
           2,500 - 4,500 USD

Lot 25

Approx.     Dim.    132 x 91cm together
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Salman Al Basri, 1974. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    40,000 - 48,000 AED
       10,000 - 12,000 USD

Lot 26

Approx.     Dim.    89 x 63cm

Salman Al-Basri was born in Basra in 1939. Graduated from the Institute of Fine Arts in Baghdad, 1960 He holds a 
PhD in Fine Art in the concept of quality and the formation of a painting. He has several books taught at art institutes 
and colleges in Iraq.
His abstract works are not without extensive symbolic signi�cance, he is the son of a shocking reality, lived its detail 
and rooted in his mind are events and scenes, disasters and great changes, in his private life, or what has passed upon 
Iraq over the past decades. He wished to codify, but in artistic form that perpetuate its impact. In his expressive abstract 
works, or those that we might call the "shocking expressionism", which release his rhythmic strikes, which divides the 
divided into two spaces, upper and lower, each with its own symmetry, which reveals the desire to �y and touch the 
defenseless space. In the upper space and the stability based on a solid base in the lower space.
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Iraqi Painter Wassma Al Agha can be considered one of Iraq’s most in�uential modern painters and art historian and 
critics. Growing up in an artistic family, Wassma’ experienced an appreciation for the arts at a young age, and was able to 
develop her artistic abilities in London, UK during the 1970s. In 1981, Wassma’ completed a BA in Fine Arts from 
Baghdad University, and was immediately assigned a teaching position at the University’s institute of Fine Arts, one of 
Iraq’s, if not the Middle East, most important art scenes. In 1987, she completed an MA in Islamic Art, and later 
completed a PhD in Visual Arts History and Philosophy. Unsruprinsngly, Dr. Wassma’ Al Agha was awarded the Habil-
itation academic quali�cation in Visual Arts History in 2004. She spent more than 15 years teaching at Baghdad 
University, and also helped establish College of Fine Arts in Erbil. After the chaos that occurred in Iraq due to the 
occupation and invasion, Al Agha travelled to Amman and taught at the Jordanian University until 2010-2011, in which 
she afterwards returned to Iraq as a Professor at Salahdeen University in Erbil. Like many artists who were in�uenced 
by the Global art scene, Wassma Alagha’s art went through stages. What began as a merely Realistic approach soon 
adapted a more a Classical technique, then Surrealist and Abstract until she �nally found her true identity while 
completing her PhD. She de�nes her artistic approach now as the “Baghdadi” style, in�uenced and infused with by the 
folklore and culture of Baghdad; the Shanasheel, the Calligraphy, the Traditions, and most importantly, the Women of 
Baghdad. 

Wassma Al Agha.

Wassma Al Agha

Est.    20,000 - 28,000 AED
          5,000 - 7,000 USD

Lot 27

 Approx.     Dim.    80 x 55cm
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(1914-1991) Iraq
Ha�dh al-Droubi

In 1936, Ha�dh Al Droubi travelled to Rome for several years to receive formal training in art. He pursued 
further studies at London’s Goldsmiths College (1950), after which he returned to Iraq and was actively 
engaged with the growing art scene. He is credited for establishing Baghdad’s �rst free atelier studio in 1942 
and founded the artist collective; �e Impressionists. Al Droubi is highly regarded not only for his work, but 
also for his involvement in further developing arts education in Iraq. He was the chair of the Iraqi Artists, 
and Dean of the Academy of Fine Arts in Baghdad. His art explored themes of daily life in Iraq.
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Ha�dh al-Droubi, 1966. Oil on Paper.

Est.    80,000 - 100,000 AED
         20,000 - 25,000 USD

Lot 28

Approx.     Dim.    110 x 48cm
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Ha�dh al-Droubi, 1973. Oil on Canvas. 

Est.    100,000 - 120,000 AED
       25,000 - 30,000 USD

Lot 29

Approx.     Dim.    162 x 100cm
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Jawad Saleem. Sketches.

Qutaiba Sheikh Nouri. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    60,000 - 80,000 AED
        15,000 - 20,000 USD

Lot 30

Approx.     Dim.    115 x 115cm

Qutaiba Sheikh Nouri

Dr. Qutaiba was born in Baghdad in 1922 from a well-known Kurdish family, He died as a result of a car accident 
in 1979. He graduated from the Medical College in Baghdad in 1949. He received his Ear, Nose and �roat 
Surgery Diploma from the University of London in 1959. He was a prominent surgeon in this �eld and actively 
contributed to the Iraqi National Movement He was a painter and a member of the pioneer group in the period 
1950-1959. He was president of the Society of Iraqi Artists of 1972 and 1974. He represented Iraq in the secretar-
iat of the General Federation of Arab Artists in the 1970. He was a member of the one-dimensional group (artist 
inspired by the letter). Qutaiba Sheikh Nuri, presented many lectures, including history of the poster, the artistic 
features of the poster, the political & Iraqi Poster the philosophical relationship between science and art, Photog-
raphy, contemporary Spanish art, walls in Andalusia, contemporary Iraqi art. �e doctor presented the creative 

artist with photographic presentations.

(1922 - 1979) Baghdad, Iraq
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Jawad Saleem. Sketches.

Est.    12,000 - 20,000 AED
       3,000 - 5,000 USD

Lot 31

Approx.     Dim.    20 x 15cm  

(1919 – 1961) Iraq
Jawad Saleem

Jewad Salim was an Iraqi painter and sculptor born in Ankara (Turkey) in 1919. He studied sculpture in 
Paris (1938-1939), Rome (1939-1940) and London (1946-1948). Upon completing his studies, Salim 
returned to Iraq and was appointed head of the Sculpture Department at the Institute of Fine Arts in 
Baghdad, a position he retained until his death in 1961. He also founded the Jama'et Baghdad lil Fen 
al-Hadith (�e Baghdad Modern Art Group) with fellow artist Shakir Hassan Al Said, as well as the new 
Baghdad School of Modern Art. He is especially known for his Nasb al-Hurriyah (Monument of 
Freedom), located in one of Baghdad's main squares. In this monument, the artist celebrated the Iraqi 
people and the 1958 Revolution, however, he died before the monument was completed. Selim is credited 
as being the most in�uential artist in Iraq's modern art movement.
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(1914 – 1992) Iraq
Faiq Hassan

Faiq Hassan is often regarded as the father of Iraqi modern art. In 1933, Hassan was the second recipient 
of a government-funded scholarship to study art in Europe, where he pursued his studies at the Ècole 
Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts. In 1938, upon obtaining his degree, he returned to Baghdad and 
accepted a position at the Institute of Fine Art as the director of the Department of Painting and Sculpture. 
Hassan was highly active and involved in numerous art groups that brought artists together in exhibitions, 
including the Society of the Friends of Art. In 1950, Hassan founded the group Ar-ruwwād, or the 
Pioneers, that began under the name Société Primitive. In 1967, Faiq Hassan formed another art group 
known as Az-Zawiya, or the Angle, which included prominent artists such as Ismail Fattah, Mohammed 
Ghani Hikmet, and Kadhim Hayder.  �roughout his career he experimented with various art styles and 

has been described as a primitivist, an impressionist, and a cubist.

Faiq Hassan, Rome, 1938. Sketch.

Est.    4,000 - 8,000 AED
        1,000 - 2,000 USD

Lot 32

Approx.     Dim.    30 x 25cm
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Faisal Leibi, 1968. Sketch.

Est.    4,000 - 8,000 AED
       1,000 - 2,000 USD

Lot 33

Approx.     Dim.    30 x 25cm

Faisal Laibi Sahi
Faisel’s style had already evolved in Baghdad through his artistic exchange with signi�cant Iraqi artists, even 
before he left for Paris to study at the National Superior School of Fine Arts of Paris in 1974. Faisel Laibi 
Sahi created his own creative canon. He became one of Iraq’s leading proponents of the arts, expressing the 
collective imagination of his country with an aesthetic and language of his own. �e masterful composition 
together with an eye for decorative details in planes of pure colour, obliquely unfold stories that tend to 
abstraction. Without a doubt, his allusion to the �gurative is thoroughly conceptual. Quintessential Iraqi 
scenes are masterfully rendered and cannot be compared to those produced by the most novel of “isms.” It 
leads us back to the artist dealing with creation of the self. Faisel is an “other”, as well as all others.
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(1922 – 1988) Iraq
Khalid Al Jader

Dr. Khalid al-Jader was a highly active participant in the Iraqi modern art movement. He held several prominent 
positions and memberships in art institutions and organizations throughout his distinguished career. Al-Jader's work is 
known for its rural landscapes and village vistas rendered in sweeping brushstrokes. Al-Jader studied at the College of 
Law and the Institute of Fine Art concurrently, graduating in 1946. He then travelled to Paris on scholarship to study at 
the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts in 1954 and earned a Ph.D. in the History of Islamic Art from the 
Sorbonne. While in Paris, he joined the Salon de Paris. Upon returning to Baghdad, al-Jader accepted the deanship at 
the Institute of Fine Arts where he stayed for several years. In 1962 under the supervision of the president of Baghdad 
University, he founded the Academy of Fine Arts along with his colleagues Dr. Aziz Shalal Aziz and Dr. As'ad Abdul 
Razak, and later worked as its dean. Al-Jader participated in many important artists' societies, including the Pioneers, the 

Impressionists, and the Society of Iraqi Artists. He also spent time as the head of the Society of Iraqi Artists.

Khalid Al Jadder, 1976. Oil on Canvas. 

Est.    60,000 - 80,000 AED
        15,000 - 20,000 USD

Lot 34

Approx.     Dim.    79 x 49cm
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Ghazi Al Saouddi, 1970. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    28,000 - 40,000 AED
       7,000 - 10,000 USD

Lot 35

Approx.     Dim.    81 x 56cm
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Ismail Fatah Al-Turk
Ismail Fatah Al-Turk ("Ismail Fatah") (1934 or 1938–2004) was an Iraqi painter and sculptor born in Basra, Iraq, 
noted for his abstract art, monumental sculpture and public works and as part of the Baghdad Modern Art Group, 
which fostered a sense of national identity. Fatah executed a number of murals and sculptures for public display in 
Baghdad. Many of these pay homages to notable Iraqi poets, both current and historical; including bronze statues of 
Maaruf al-Risa�, an Iraqi nationalist poet active in the 1940s; the Abbasid poet Abu Nuwas and the Abbasid painter 
al-Wasiti. �e most well-known of his sculptures is the turquoise blue split dome of the Al-Shaheed Monument 
(Martyrs' Monument), in Palestine Street, Baghdad, and constructed between 1981 and 1983. �e Art in America 

magazine rated Shaheed as the most beautiful design in the Middle East. 

Ismail Fattah. Oil on Paper.

Est.    88,000 - 100,000 AED
         22,000 - 25,000 USD

Lot 36

Approx.     Dim.    100 x 69cm
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Bahija Al-Hakim, 2001.

Est.    20,000 - 28,000 AED
       5,000 - 7,000 USD

Lot 37

Approx.     Dim.    80 x 40cm

Bahija Al-Hakim
(1937-2008) Iraq
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(1944 - 1993) Iraq

Layla Al Attar

Was an accomplished Iraqi artist and painter who became the Director of the Iraqi National Art Museum. Layla 
Attar graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Baghdad in 1965, and was amongst the �rst women graduates 
from that program. She became the Director of the Center for National Art (now the Iraqi Museum of Modern Art), 
a post she held until her death in 1993. She held �ve one-woman shows in Iraq, and took part in all national and 
other collective exhibitions held in the country and abroad. Al-Attar also took part in the Kuwait Biennial (1973), 
the �rst Arab Biennial (Baghdad 1974), the second Arab Biennial (1976), the Kuwait Biennial (1981), and won the 

Golden Sail Medal in the Cairo Biennial (1984).

Layla  Al Attar, 1973.

Est.    48,000 - 64,000 AED
       12,000 - 16,000 USD

Lot 38

Approx.     Dim.    74 x 68cm
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Ussama Hamdi, 2017. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    8,000 - 12,000 AED
       2,000 - 3,000 USD

Lot 39

Approx.     Dim.    79 x 60cm
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Saheb Al Rikabi, 2000. Oil on Canvas. 

Est.    10,000 - 18,000 AED
           2,500 - 4,500 USD

Lot 40

Approx.     Dim.    64 x 54cm
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Ali Shaker.  Acrylic on Canvas.

Est.    8,000 - 16,000 AED
       2,000 - 4,000 USD

Lot 41

Approx.     Dim.    100 x 100cm

Ali Shaker Naama

Ali Shaker El-Naama, an artist born in Hilla, holds a doctorate degree in modern art and is a member of the 
Iraqi Fine Arts Association. El -Naama teaches at the Faculty of Fine Arts University of Babylon. In 1993, he 
won the prize for free drawing for young Iraqis. He has held a solo exhibition in Algeria, and several group 
exhibitions including at the Iraqi Cultural Center in Beirut; Al-Sharqiyah Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; the Salerno 
City Symposium in Italy; the exhibition of the city of Bari Italy in 2013, and in the exhibition Tratel Babylonia 
organized by Al Owais Cultural Foundation in Dubai.

(1972) Iraq
PhD in Art
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Salim Al Dabbagh, 2005. Mixed Media on Canvas.

Est.    36,000 - 48,000 AED
       9,000 - 12,000 USD

Lot 42

Approx.     Dim.    100 x 100cm

Salim Al-Dabbagh

Salim Al Dabbagh graduated from the Institute of Fine Arts in Baghdad (1965), and received training from 
prominent artists such as Jewad Salim, Faiq Hassan, Ismail Al Shaikly and Khalid Al-Rahhal. Although 
trained in classical and realistic techniques, Al Dabbagh experimented and leaned towards abstraction. He was 
a founding member of the collective known as the ‘Innovative Group’ (1965).

(1941) Iraq
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Salim Al Dabbagh, 2001. 

Est.    20,000 - 28,000 AED
           5,000 - 7,000 USD

Lot 43

Approx.     Dim.    69 x 55cm
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Hassan Aboud, 2006. Acrylic on Wood.

Est.    4,000 - 8,000 AED
       1,000 - 2,000 USD

Lot 44

Approx.     Dim.    130 x 60cm together

Hassan Aboud Ali

�e experience of the Iraqi artist Hassan 
Aboud extends to the 1970s, where the 
artistic movement in Iraq is on the brink of 
exploding with experimentation and trying 
to �nd a di�erent way to escape from the 
working relationship with laws that clung 
to the imagination. �is was an extension of 
the post-pioneer era. So, Hassan Aboud 
was a formative representative of the stage 
of experimentation, of the generation of the 
'70s, of the group of one of the founders of 
the group of four, and of a nationalist 

movement to archive art in Iraq.

(1956) Iraq
Nationality: Netherlands 
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Suzan Bushnaq
Suzan Bushnaq (born November 2, 1963) is a Kuwaiti-Bosnian artist. Her paintings are principally impressionistic 
images related to women's vitality, power, and beauty. She is the daughter of Palestinian artist Mohammed Bushnaq 

(born 1934) and she learned her art from him and at the Russian College of Art (1982–1989).

Suzan Bushnaq, 2013. Oil on Canvas. 

Est.    8,000 - 12,000 AED
         2,000 - 3,000 USD

Lot 45

Approx.     Dim.    120 x 60cm together
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Hamed Saeed, 2017.  Acrylic on Canvas.

Est.    6,000 - 12,000 AED
       1,500 - 3,000 USD

Lot 46

Approx.     Dim.    120 x 120cm

Hamid Saeed
Born in Basra in 1976
Master of Fine Arts.
Member of the Association of Iraqi Fine Artists.
Participated in exhibitions inside and outside Iraq.
Awarded at the �rst �eater Festival in Basra.
Won Faiq Hassan award in Baghdad in 2008.
Won at Ishtar prize in 2010.
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Mohammad Muhraddin, 2013. Digital Print 1/2. �e Dirty War. 

Est.    12,000 - 20,000 AED
           3,000 - 5,000 USD

Lot 47

Approx.     Dim.    46 x 42cm

Mohammad Muhraddin
Artist, born Basra, Iraq, 1938. Studied painting and graphic arts at the Institute of Fine Arts, Baghdad, 1956-9, and 
at the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts, Poland,1966. Conveyed his experience of Polish art to his Iraqi contemporaries 
and contributed to the development of graphic arts, which had come into focus with the arrival at the Institute of Fine 
Arts (late 1950s) and the Polish teacher, artist and printmaker Roman Artymowski (mid- 1960s). Participated in the 
�rst exhibition in Baghdad dedicated solely to graphic arts (1965) and exhibited in the Middle East, the United States 
and Europe, including the touring ‘Strokes of Genius: Contemporary Iraqi Art’, which began in London, 2000; and 
‘Bagdad-Paris, Artistes d'Irak’, Musée du Montparnasse, Paris, 2005-6. Based in Baghdad.
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Nuri Al Rawi, 2009. Mixed Media.

Est.    80,000 - 120,000 AED
       20,000 - 30,000 USD

Lot 48

Approx.     Dim.    104 x 80cm

Nuri Al Rawi

Was born in 1924 in Rawa, Ambar Province, Iraq. �is rural setting provided him with a life-long source of inspiration, 
based on landscapes, villages, and village life, all of which became his preferred subject matter. Al-Rawi began his working 
career teaching drawing and art, after having graduated from a local teachers' college. He later received a formal art 
education �rst at Baghdad University, and later at the Institute of Fine Arts, graduating in 1959. He subsequently 
received a scholarship to study print editing and television program production in Belgrade (1962). Although a proli�c 
painter of some note, he is mostly remembered for his roles as an art historian, art critic and art administrator. He was one 
of the key founders of Baghdad's National Museum of Modern Art (1962) and served as its Director from 1962-1974.

(1924) Iraq
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Rakan Dabdoub. Oil on Board.  

Est.    40,000 - 60,000 AED
       10,000 - 15,000 USD

Lot 49

Approx.     Dim.    122 x 46cm

Rakan Dabdoub

He received many international awards, including the Dante Award at an exhibition held by Italian-Arab cultural 
relations in Rome in 1962, and the same year he won the second prize of the San Vito Romano, it is supervised by 
the Municipality of Rome. 

(1942 - 2017) Iraq
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A Glazed Ceramic Jar.
Rakan Dabdoub. 

Est.    20,000 - 32,000 AED
           5,000 - 8,000 USD

Lot 50

Approx.     H    26cm
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A Glazed Ceramic Sculpture.
Rakan Dabdoub. 

Est.    16,000 - 28,000 AED
       4,000 - 7,000 USD

Lot 51

Approx.     H    35cm
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Khalid was born in Baghdad in 1924, three years after the coronation of Faisal I, the �rst king of modern Iraq. 
Al-Qassab became interested in architecture as a teenager when his parents hired an architect to design a new home 
for them in Baghdad. However, upon graduation from high school, he acceded to his parents’ wishes that he become 
a doctor. He graduated from medical school in 1946; was granted a fellowship by the Royal College of Surgeons in 
London in 1954; and obtained a fellowship at the Memorial Hospital in New York to study cancer surgery in 1958. 
After, he served as professor and chairman of the Department of Surgery at Baghdad University. While studying 
medicine in Baghdad, he started painting and began his association with a group of friends who shared his interest 
in music, theater, and art. In the early 1940s he founded “Société Primitive” or “S.P.” Another prominent member of 
the small group of 7 to 10 artists was Faik Hassan, one of Iraq’s most famous modern artists.

  

Khaled Al Qassab. Acrylic on Canvas.

Est.    44,000 - 56,000 AED
       11,000 - 14,000 USD

Lot 52

Approx.     Dim.    85 x 67cm
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Dr. Alaa Bashir, 1963. 

Est.    24,000 - 36,000 AED
       6,000 - 9,000 USD

Lot 53

Approx.     Dim.    57 x 43cm

Dr. Alaa Bashir 

Is an Iraqi painter, sculptor, and plastic surgeon who has exhibited widely and is noted for his portrayals of the human 
condition. He earned many national and international awards, among which are the Gold Medal in the Biennale 
International Exhibition in Baghdad in 1988, the second prize in the International Poster Exhibition in Paris in 
1983, and Iraq's highest State Award for Fine Art in 2003. Bashir designed two historically important monuments 
in Baghdad: "�e Union", a statue (73 feet high, made of stone, weighing 970 tons), depicting the love between man 
and woman. �e other is "�e Cry", a statue (27 feet high, made of bronze) depicting the tragedy of the Amiyria 
shelter, where 400 women and children were killed by an air strike in February 1991 during the First Gulf War.

(1939) Iraq
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Approx.     L    22cm      W   22cm    H   53cm

Khalid Al Rahal

Was an Iraqi sculptor and one of the leaders of the art movement in Iraq. He received his diploma in sculpting from 
Baghdad Institute of Fine Arts in 1947 and joined Baghdad’s Group of Modern Art in 1953 in which he had partici-
pated in several exhibitions until 1962. Afterwards, he moved to Rome and received a degree from the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Rome in 1964. Although he is trained as a sculptor, Al-Rahal also enjoyed painting and had exhibited 
several of them. Khaled Al Rahal was a student of the legendary Iraqi sculptor Jawad Saleem, and he developed a 
professional yet very emotionally driven attachment to Jawad and his work. One account recalls that on the day of 
Jawad Saleem’s funeral, Khaled drove on his motorcycle holding a black bag, ran through the massive crowds, uncov-
ered Saleem’s face and started kissing him as he cries his loss. He later removed sculpting clay from that bag and 

placed it over Saleem’s face, creating a mask that reserves Saleem’s features and returned it to the bag and left.

(1926-1986)  Iraq

Khalid Al Rahal. Bride from Mandali. 

Est.    88,000 - 128,000 AED
         22,000 - 32,000 USD

Lot 54
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Abdul Qadir Al Rassam, 1343 HD (1924). Lady Aida.

Est.    100,000 - 140,000 AED
       25,000 - 35,000 USD

Lot 55

Approx.     Dim.    40 x 32cm

Abdul Qadir Al Rassam
was born in Baghdad, Iraq and is one of the �rst generation of Iraqi artists to study abroad and paint in the European 
style. He was born in the Maysan Province, Qal'at Saleh District in 1882. Qadir's life straddled two distinct eras in 
Iraqi history: he was born during Ottoman rule and died in the royal era (1921-1958). He was the �rst well-known 
painter in modern Iraq and the leader of realism school in Iraq. He is noted for his portraits and landscapes, painted 
in the Realist style. He studied military science and at the Military College, Istanbul, Turkey, (then the capital of the 
Ottoman Empire) from 1904, where drawing and painting were part of the curriculum. Along with contemporaries, 
Salim Mohammed Saleh Zaki (1888-1974) and Hajj Mohammed Salim (1883-1941) who was a relative; all of 
whom also studied at the Military Academy, this group of Iraqi artists were �rst generation to paint in the European 
style. �is group became known as the Ottoman artists. He was the �rst local artist to o�er painting lessons in his 
studio, and many modern Iraqi painters began their careers by studying with him. He was also the �rst modern Iraqi 
artist to paint a mural in a public building - at the entrance to the Cinema Royal in Baghdad.

(1882 - 1952) Iraq
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Approx.     Dim.    96 x 77cm

Dr. Salam Jabbar was born in Baghdad 1958.
A Professor in college of Fine Arts - University of Baghdad.

Holds the title of professor since 2009.
A professional artist Chief of the drawing in the college of Fine Arts, Baghdad University - 2003-2007.

Salam Jabbar, 2001. Oil on Canvas.

Est.    36,000 - 48,000 AED
        9,000 - 12,000 USD

Lot 56

Salam Jabbar
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Top:  Approx.     L    28cm     H    30cm

Bottom:  Approx.     L    32cm     H    25cm

A pair of Glazed Ceramic Sculptures.
Mostafa Nour El Din Mahmoud.

Est.    6,000 - 10,000 AED
         1,500 - 2,500 USD

Lot 57

Master degree in decoration and decorating (murals) from Helwan University in Egypt (Faculty of Fine Arts).
Bachelor of Baghdad University, Iraq, drawing and painting (1969).
Ajman University of Science and Technology in the UAE (2004 - 2008).
University of Sulaymaniyah in Iraq (2003-2004).
Ajman University of Science and Technology in the UAE (2000-2003).
Al-Fateh University in Libya (1995-1998).
Yarmouk University in Jordan (1993 - 1994).
University of Baghdad in Iraq (1980 - 1991).
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Approx.     Dim.    54 x 36cm each

Mostafa Nour El Din Mahmoud.

Est.    10,000 - 16,000 AED
         2,500 - 4,000 USD

Lot 58
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Approx.     Dim.    83 x 64cm

Mohamad S. Salem.

Est.    8,000 - 16,000 AED
         2,000 - 4,000 USD

Lot 59
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Shaker 1957.

Est.    6,000 - 10,000 AED
       1,500 - 2,500 USD

Lot 60

Approx.     Dim.    68 x 48cm
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Mohammad Ghani Hikmat
Was an Iraqi sculptor widely recognized for creating some of Baghdad’s most iconic sculptures and monuments. He 
graduated from the Baghdad Institute of Fine Art in 1953. He later attended the Accademia di Belle Arti in Rome, 
graduating in 1959. He further re�ned his craft of casting bronze at the Instituto di Zaka in Florence, graduating in 
1961. Hikmat was a highly active and proli�c artist. In addition to pursuing his personal art practice, Hikmat took part 
in the creation of major public works that were initiated by other prominent artists, such as Jewad Selim's Monument of 
Freedom, in which Hikmat assisted and supervised the casting process in Florence, and later handled the project upon 
Salim’s premature death in 1961. Some of his most notable works include the statutes inspired by the widely known 
Arab Folktales, such as One �ousand and One Nights, where he depicts Queen Scheherazade and King Shahryar. 
Another example is the Fountain of Kahramana, where the heroine is depicted pouring oil into jars in which several of 
Ali Baba’s thieves hid. Hikmat's �nal work, "Iraq Rises Again” was dedicated to Iraq’s ancestry and the collaboration of 
its diverse ethnicities in building the country's future. Hikmat is highly regarded for his extreme dedication to his 

practice, and to representing Iraqi modern art and Iraqi culture.

(1929 –2011) Iraq

Mohammad Ghani Hikmat.

Est.    36,000 - 48,000 AED
          9,000 - 12,000 USD

Lot 61

 Approx.     L    29cm     H    50cm
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Mohammad Abbass.

Est.    8,000 - 16,000 AED
       2,000 - 4,000 USD

Lot 62

Approx.     Dim.    74 x 53cm
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Alya Karaghuli.  “�e Red Shawl”. 

Est.    28,000 - 40,000 AED
       7,000 - 10,000 USD

Lot 63

Approx.     Dim.    34 x 26cm
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Alya Karaghuli.

Est.    24,000 - 36,000 AED
           6,000 - 9,000 USD

Lot 64

 Approx.     Dim.    36 x 29cm
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